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In 2020, the O&L Group, of which NBL is a subsidiary, launched a process to align the 2025 Breakthrough Strategy 
with the 2025 sustainability programme. This included extensive engagement with all operating companies, including 
NBL, to ensure that our efforts will support the strategy while creating sustainable outcomes.

As part of this process, the O&L Group selected priority SDGs by considering its desired strategic outcomes and 
four major capitals: financial, human, natural and social.

We similarly committed to aligning our outcomes to the SDGs. In partnership with the O&L Group, we join an 
international community of governments and businesses focused on impact, all aligned with our purpose of 
Creating a Future, Enhancing Life.

While the 17 SDGs are interconnected and interdependent, NBL prioritised goals that are catalysts for positive 
change. We started this journey in 2020, with our material matters as foundation input.

Our material matters were determined in 2018 through a formal process that focused on our value 
creation drivers. We framed our material matters as how we are “giving back” to our stakeholders 
as NBL’s resilience depends on its stakeholders. Accordingly, our reporting structure has shifted 

from reporting against our material matters to reporting according to our chosen SDGs.

We first elected to establish our baseline by determining which goals matter most to us based on NBL’s profile. 
Our team used the SDG Action Manager’s assessment tool developed by B Lab and the UN Global Compact to 
determine what would be best suited for us. Following the outcome of the first assessment, we reviewed the top 
goals identified for NBL and decided on a priority set as a starting point.

As an outcome of this process, we identified five SDGs that we believe will enable us to realise our purpose, 
guided by specific targets.

The O&L Group’s Sustainability Programme Steering 
Committee approved the priority SDGs followed by final 
alignment and approval from the NBL Senior 
Leadership Team.

Read more about our value chain and the relevance of the SDGs per element on page 18.

IDENTIFYING OUR 
PRIORITY SDGS
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The SDGs are a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet, 
and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace and prosperity.
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We believe that a strong sustainability programme builds credibility, 
improves relationships and enhances brand awareness. To ensure a 
measurable contribution, we identified underlying targets for each 
of our priority SDGs. These targets are aligned to key performance 
indicators along our value chain.
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SDG 3 targets Measuring progress in 2021

3.4 By 2030, reduce by one 
third premature mortality from 
non-communicable diseases 
through prevention and 
treatment and promote mental 
health and well-being

	z 92 employee wellness training days 
hosted in 2021

3.5 Strengthen the prevention 
and treatment of substance 
abuse, including narcotic drug 
abuse and harmful use of 
alcohol

	z 6 low or no-alcohol brands and soft 
drinks in our portfolio

	z Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, our 
DRINKIQ™ Training Programme was 
suspended. However, we are developing 
a new EduDrink programme to be 
launched in November 2021

3.6 By 2030, halve the number 
of global deaths and injuries 
from road traffic accidents

	z The #TakesANation campaign in 2021 
reached over 3.3 million social media 
users and garnered more than 28 million 
post engagements

PROGRAMMES, PARTNERSHIPS AND INITIATIVES 
SUPPORTING OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SDG 3

COVID-19 is now a new occupational health hazard
We look after the physical, mental and financial well-being of our employees. 
This was a particular focus during COVID-19: the health and safety of our 
employees was an absolute priority. NBL acknowledges COVID-19 as a new 
occupational health hazard and will incorporate this in our relevant policies.

We created a national, cross-functional virtual forum that met quarterly to share 
concerns with the Senior Leadership Team. They ensured employees received 
motivational messages, with coordination done via champions in each department. 
This helped us to effectively address issues such as the kind of support people 
needed when working from home.

We continued to offer free occupational and primary healthcare services at the 
Windhoek on-site clinic. We deployed an effective COVID-19 contact tracing 
system and arranged access to a 24 hour COVID-19 external testing facility, while 
employees received immune boosters due to COVID-19.

SDG 3: ENSURE HEALTHY LIVES AND 
PROMOTE WELL-BEING FOR ALL

WHY 
THIS GOAL 

MATTERS
Ensuring healthy lives 

and promoting the well-being 
of everyone is essential to 

sustainable development as 
healthy people provide the 

foundation for robust 
and resilient economies. 

The COVID-19 pandemic 
highlighted the importance of 

minimising factors that 
contribute to ill health.

As a leading beverage 
manufacturer, NBL has 

a responsibility to minimise 
harmful alcohol consumption 
and to look after the physical 
and mental well-being of our 

employees. This was a particular 
focus during COVID-19, 

with the health and safety of 
our employees being an 

absolute priority.
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Employee wellness remains a priority
Health, safety and wellness programmes make for a 
healthy workforce and increased productivity. Absenteeism 
increased to 1.95% (2020: 1.53%), partly due to the 
pandemic. We conducted regular health and safety 
inspections and had no fatalities on site (2020: 0).

Employee induction and continued training programmes 
emphasise the risks of working in an environment that is 
characterised by moving machinery, the handling of 
chemicals, forklift and truck operations, as well as 
ventilation and lighting demands.

Our lost-time injury frequency rate was 0.19 (2020: 0.28), 
which is well within our Group target of 0.75. We refreshed 
communication and awareness, and highlighted the 
importance of safety.

We also support financial wellness by promoting a savings 
culture at work. Through an engagement with NamPost, 
Namibia’s national postal operator, we established a 
savings scheme whereby employees can save monthly 
and earn interest. The proceeds are paid out (with the 
option to continue saving) in January each year to ensure 
that our employees have sufficient funds to cater for 
expenses such as school fees, school clothes or any other 
related expenditure.

Promoting responsible drinking and driving
We have always taken a strong stance in promoting 
responsible behaviour that extends beyond drinking 
occasions, rallying consumers around responsible 
behaviour whether shopping, socialising, entertaining 
or simply just enjoying their favourite beverage.

NBL drives the responsible drinking agenda in Namibia and 
has demonstrated this through our strong track record of 
implementing responsible drinking initiatives and drawing 
attention to road safety during peak holiday periods. The 

#TakesANation campaign is an example of our leadership 
in this regard.

To promote safer and accident-free roads in Namibia, NBL 
sponsored our Namibian Police with 500 cases of 
AquaSplash water to the value of N$78 000 in support of 
officers patrolling roadblocks during the festive season.

As a good corporate citizen, we endeavour to reduce the 
harm and social cost associated with alcohol abuse. We 
market alcoholic beverages in a manner that encourages 
responsible consumption and we aim to reduce alcohol-
related harm. We do this in collaboration with Government, 
the community and non-governmental institutions in 
Namibia. This includes our involvement as a founding 
member of SAIF of which our Managing Director is the 
current chairperson. SAIF comprises of all major alcohol 
producers and distributors in Namibia.

SAIF’s membership is based on voluntary compliance with 
the Code of Commercial Communication and Conduct that 
prescribes world-class standards in self-regulation to 
prevent the negative consequences of alcohol abuse. 
During the lockdown, it was an instrumental forum to 
engage with Government. It allowed us to responsibly 
co-create the way forward in lifting the ban on alcohol 
sales to support small businesses, without being 
irresponsible around public health.

We adopted the principles of the aware.org regulations and 
applied these regulations to update our marketing code 
regarding the low and non-alcoholic category. We 
recognise that even non-alcoholic products such as 
Windhoek Non-alcoholic should not be marketed to 
underage consumers, because they inherently market their 
mother brand and could thus be a gateway product.

O&L Group Corporate Relations ensures that an 
independent evaluation against the code is done on all 
NBL marketing and sales campaigns, advertising and 
promotional material.

Through the programmes, partnerships  
and initiatives discussed under SDG 3,  
we support our consumers, communities  
and our employees.

Supporting our stakeholders

CONSUMERS COMMUNITIES EMPLOYEES
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SDG 6 targets Measuring progress in 2021

6.3 By 2030, improve water 
quality by reducing pollution, 
eliminating dumping and 
minimising release of 
hazardous chemicals and 
materials, halving the 
proportion of untreated 
wastewater and substantially 
increasing recycling and safe 
reuse globally

	z Effluent volume as a % of incoming 
water reduced by 10%

	z No penalties or fines were incurred as a 
result of exceeding effluent quality 
parameters

	z Building of the water reclamation plant

6.4 By 2030, substantially 
increase water-use efficiency 
across all sectors and ensure 
sustainable withdrawals and 
supply of freshwater to address 
water scarcity and substantially 
reduce the number of people 
suffering from water scarcity

	z We achieved a 38% reduction in 
freshwater (municipal) consumption

	z Borehole water now represents 62% of 
our overall water consumption against 
our 2025 target of using 50% of water 
from alternative water sources

PROGRAMMES, PARTNERSHIPS AND INITIATIVES 
SUPPORTING OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SDG 6

Managing effluent and wastewater
Water is vital to our operations: it is the primary ingredient in our products and is 
used in almost all our manufacturing processes.

We source municipal water from the City of Windhoek and five boreholes on our 
Windhoek site. We use the water treatment plant to improve the quality of the 
borehole water we abstract. It uses software that ensures optimal operation and 
further reduces plant downtime.

SDG 6: ENSURE AVAILABILITY AND 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF WATER 
AND SANITATION FOR ALL

WHY 
THIS GOAL 

MATTERS
Access to water, sanitation and 

hygiene is a human right. Water 
is essential, not only to health, 

but also to poverty reduction 
and to supporting agriculture 
and ecosystems, among many 
other things. The sustainable 

management of water 
is particularly relevant for 

Namibia, a water-scarce 
country often affected by 

severe droughts.

As the biggest industrial 
consumer of water in 

Windhoek, we must therefore 
minimise our consumption 
and the impact we have on 

water quality. 
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We continue to reclaim and pre-clean effluent, which is 
then treated by the City of Windhoek according to a 
contractual agreement by which the City of Windhoek 
benefits from the bacteria in our effluent.

As a result of reduced production due to the pandemic, 
water-use efficiency deteriorated from 4.12-hl/hl in 2020 to 
4.68-hl/hl in 2021. NBL continues to explore opportunities 
to improve efficiencies. In 2021 we managed to:

	z Improve borehole treatment efficiency from 67.7% to 
80% with continuous operational changes that required 
minimal financial investment

CUSTOMERS/

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

GOVERNMENTS

THE ENVIRONMENT

Through the programmes, 
partnerships and initiatives 
discussed under SDG 6, we 
support all our stakeholders 
as they equally rely on 
natural resources and 
therefore benefit from our 
efforts to preserve them.

Supporting our stakeholders

SHAREHOLDERS/PROVIDERS OF 

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

CONSUMERS

EMPLOYEES

COMMUNITIES

SUPPLIERS

	z Fully automate the existing reverse osmosis plants, 
increasing efficiency from 85% to 88%

	z Improve brew water production efficiency from 90.5% 
to 93.9%

For the next financial year, NBL plans to drive consumption 
awareness among internal users and increase inter-
dependency between packaging and utilities. We also plan 
to apply closed circuit reverse osmosis (CCRO) and B-free 
technology to reclaim more water and increase the 
efficiency of all reverse osmosis plants on site to a 
maximum of 91%.
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SDG 7 targets Measuring progress in 2021

7.2 By 2030, increase 
substantially the share of 
renewable energy in the global 
energy mix

	z Our target to 2025 is to ensure that 
50% of our total energy usage comes 
from alternative energy sources – 
currently, 54.8% of our total energy 
is from alternative energy sources 
(47.3% in 2020)

	z We achieved a 4.5% year-on-year 
reduction in non-renewable electricity 
usage (kWh per hl of product)

	z 1 511-MWh of solar power generated 
(2020: 1 471-MWh)

PROGRAMMES, PARTNERSHIPS AND INITIATIVES 
SUPPORTING OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SDG 7

We use alternative energy sources
The NBL biomass boiler achieved record-high annual utilisation this year. The boiler, 
a first in Namibia, remains the country’s largest wood boiler. It replaced the use of 
approximately 2.5 million litres of heavy fuel oil per annum since it was taken into 
production in 2016.

The boiler uses wood chips sourced from pervasive invader bush, thereby clearing 
land for use and improving the carrying capacity of farms. For the year, invader bush 
thinning was completed for approximately 712 hectares.

The rooftop solar plant met 8.7% (2020: 7.9%) of our electricity demand in the past 
year. Overall, the solar plant has provided us with approximately 1.511 million-kWh 
of green energy for the year, thereby saving 1 511 tons of CO2 emissions.

SDG 7: ENSURE ACCESS TO 
AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE, SUSTAINABLE AND 
MODERN ENERGY FOR ALL

WHY 
THIS GOAL 

MATTERS
Burning finite carbon and fossil 
fuels is not only unsustainable, 

but it also produces large 
amounts of greenhouse gases 

that cause climate change 
and impact people’s health and 
well-being. Transitioning to an 

affordable, reliable, and 
sustainable energy system is 
therefore critical to support 

stable economies and protect 
people and the planet.

NBL can contribute to clean 
energy by substituting fossil 

fuel-based electricity with 
renewables, and by improving 

energy efficiency.
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Optimising electricity use
NBL employs electricity-intensive processes, such as 
refrigeration, with electricity use directly linked to volumes 
produced. We continue to optimise use through the 
following:

	z Increased metering and consumption monitoring

	z Increased awareness among internal users

	z Process optimisation of our water treatment, CO2 
recovery and compressed air plants

	z Upgrading to more efficient lighting systems

CUSTOMERS/

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

GOVERNMENTS

THE ENVIRONMENT

Through the programmes, 
partnerships and initiatives 
discussed under SDG 7, we 
support all our stakeholders 
as they equally rely on 
natural resources and 
therefore benefit from our 
efforts to preserve them.

Supporting our stakeholders

SHAREHOLDERS/PROVIDERS 

OF FINANCIAL CAPITAL

CONSUMERS

EMPLOYEES

COMMUNITIES

SUPPLIERS

Total electricity consumption (kWh)
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SDG 8 targets Measuring progress in 2021
8.3 Promote development-
oriented policies that support 
productive activities, decent 
job creation, entrepreneurship, 
creativity and innovation, and 
encourage the formalisation 
and growth of micro-, small- 
and medium-sized enterprises, 
including through access to 
financial services

	z 35.0% (2020: 36.0%) of products and 
services purchased locally

8.5 By 2030, achieve full and 
productive employment and 
decent work for all women and 
men, including for young 
people and persons with 
disabilities, and equal pay for 
work of equal value

	z NBL maintained employment for 796 
employees during the year, supporting 
our contribution of securing 10 000 jobs

	z 21% female employees (2020: 20%)

	z 0.50% employees with disabilities 
(2020: 0.50%)

	z 0.05% training spend allocated 
to employees with disabilities 
(2020: 0.02%)

8.8 Protect labour rights and 
promote safe and secure 
working environments for all 
workers, including migrant 
workers, in particular women 
migrants, and those in 
precarious employment

	z Zero work-related fatalities during 
the year (2020: 0)

PROGRAMMES, PARTNERSHIPS AND INITIATIVES 
SUPPORTING OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SDG 8

Value chain initiatives supporting growth
NBL provides direct employment and, through its business activities, helps create 
and retain jobs at suppliers and customers. We regard suppliers as business partners 
that drive and support the mutual success of our business. When selecting suppliers, 
we aim to ensure a diversified sourcing footprint and integrate suppliers vertically 
where needed. This improves effective supply chain risk management for all parties.

Where relevant, we assist small suppliers with skills and support, for example in 
basic admin, finance and contracting. Joint improvement activities deliver shared 
value in the form of improved quality, better performance and sustainable pricing.

In the NBL procurement policy, we set out our preference for local suppliers, service 
providers and contractors and include preferential trading terms for SMEs. As part of 
our selection criteria, we consider previously disadvantaged Namibians as defined in 
the Affirmative Action (Employment) Act, 1998 (No. 29 of 1998).

SDG 8: PROMOTE SUSTAINED, 
INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC 
GROWTH, FULL AND PRODUCTIVE 
EMPLOYMENT AND DECENT WORK FOR ALL

WHY 
THIS GOAL 

MATTERS
Sustained and inclusive 

economic growth can drive 
progress, create decent jobs for 

all and improve living 
standards. The economic impact 
and financial volatility triggered 

by COVID-19 severely 
undermined growth and 

prosperity around the world, 
particularly impacting 

employment and job creation 
opportunities.

NBL’s biggest opportunity to 
contribute to the SDGs is in 

economically uplifting 
Namibians. We are applying 

breakthrough thinking to ensure 
we retain jobs, upskill our 

people and invest to reinvent 
NBL for a post-COVID-19 

world. We are directed by the 
O&L Group’s 2025 Vision 

metrics which include two 
targets that relate to this SDG:

10 000 Employment 
Opportunities Secured (direct 

and indirect)

Global Top 25 GPTW
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An example is the primary services contract with Imperial 
Managed Solutions Namibia (Proprietary) Limited where 
we encourage subcontracting to small local transport 
companies. 83% of all primary transport loads had 
previously disadvantaged owners this year.

Our workplace culture and workforce profile
We want to create a workplace and culture of trust that 
attracts and retains the best talent. Our employment offering 
includes benefits such as housing allowances, free company 
transport, subsidised meals and discounts related to other 
Group Company products, such as Pick n Pay discount 
cards. Read more about our remuneration approach in the 
governance report from page 59.

The online ‘Connect to Inspire’ performance management 
tool is now embedded with the focus on inspiring delivery 
rather than managing productivity. Employees own and 
drive their growth through purposeful performance 
discussions with their line managers.

The O&L Group has started transitioning to the Patterson 
grading system as business requirements have outgrown 
the in-house system.

We introduced a new recognition platform: Thank you 
Thursdays. The initiative assisted in building team spirit. 
We also revitalised our employee publication to focus on 
shared experiences and a more inclusive approach.

Our 2021 employee profile (including temporary employees)

Racially 
disadvantaged

Racially 
advantaged

Persons with 
disabilities Non-Namibians Total

Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

Executive Directors – – 2 – – – – – 2 –
Senior management 3 1 7 2 – – 1 3 11 6
Middle management 24 16 34 11 – – 4 1 62 28
Specialised/skilled/
senior supervisory 49 32 14 12 – – 2 – 65 44
Skilled 171 58 4 5 1 1 – – 176 64
Semi-skilled 314 22 – – 1 1 – – 315 23
Unskilled – – – – – – – – – –
Total permanent 561 129 61 30 2 2 7 4 631 165
Fixed terms/Temporary 115 5 – 1 1 – – – 116 6
Total 676 134 61 31 3 2 7 4 747 171

A Great Place to Work®

This is the fifth year that NBL participated in the Great Place 
to Work® Employee Engagement Survey. The annual survey, 
which was completed on 26 March 2021, measures overall 
trust and engagement.

Key results:
	z 96% response rate with 799 employees invited 

and 765 responding (2020: 93%) 

	z 75% Trust Index © score (2020: 72%)  

	z 84% employee engagement score (2020: 83%) 

	z 83% of employees say this is a great place to work 
(2020: 82%)

What improved due to and despite COVID-19:
	z Line managers are better at allocating workload and 

coordinating people effectively

	z Management is trusting people to do a good job without 
watching over their shoulders

	z People are treated fairly regardless of their ethnic origin

	z In terms of the Culture Audit © Results, NBL scored 
highest in leadership effectiveness

Opportunities to further shape our future focus areas:
	z Make the strategy more tangible and actionable for 

all employees

	z Ensuring that the values are understandable and easily 
translated into behaviours with leaders modelling 
desirable behaviours

	z Create a culture of innovation where employees feel 
encouraged to bring forward ideas and suggestions 
and where innovative behaviours, and not necessarily 
outcomes, are rewarded

Gender balance and diversity
NBL actively complies with the Employment Act. This piece 
of labour legislation is brought to life during quarterly 
reviews by the Affirmative Action Committee.

We are committed to increasing the diversity of our 
employee demographics by supporting the Government’s 
efforts to drive transformation in the workplace. To create 
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a gender-fair workplace, we set annual targets as part of our 
three-year affirmative action plan. This addresses fair and 
equitable recruitment that balances gender across the 
divisions. We offer a fully paid maternity leave benefit for 
employees to provide mothers with more financial security. 
This assists in attracting and retaining female talent. We also 
have a private on-site breastfeeding facility.

Securing a pipeline of skills
Scarcity of specialised skills, especially digital and technical 
skills, remains a risk to NBL. We have a stable workforce, 
which ensures a high return on training investment.

This year we invested N$2 342 million in employee training 
with more training being moved online, while some 
face-to-face interventions were unfortunately delayed. We 
used communication platforms such as WhatsApp widely to 
engage employees around training.

Compliance training such as forklift, health and safety 
training continued as it is a legal requirement. Some 
technical training such as thermographic and soft skills 
training such as negotiation skills, was done virtually.

Our main focus remains on on-the-job training to transfer 
internal skills and knowledge. Specialists within the 
business often lack the time to offer coaching and on-the-
job training. We mitigate this risk by changing job profiles 
and the responsibilities of specialists, especially those 
approaching retirement. These shifts alleviate operational 
pressure and free up time for skills transfer.

Our production maintenance plan was affected by travel 
bans as technicians from international service providers 
were not able to do on-site maintenance. We therefore 
focused on upskilling our local plant maintenance teams to 
deal with highly specialised equipment.

Training updates for the year:
	z We launched a cross-divisional safety and well-being 

programme in response to COVID-19 to communicate 
detail around safety measures, resources and equipment.

	z Two candidates completed the Engineer in Training 
programme and were appointed full time. The programme 
focused on training and career growth opportunities.

	z Four apprentice brewers completed the first and 
second-year programme which provides them with 
technical skills in brewing.

	z The Job Attachment programme develops young talent 
with industry experience in highly specialised technical 
positions to compensate for retirement and attrition. 
Five students in the vocational training sector were 
employed as job attachments for the period.

	z The Understudy Development programme transfers 
skills from non-Namibians to Namibians in line with 
Section 19(3) of the Affirmative Action (Employment) 
Act, 1998 (No. 29 of 1998). During the year, 
15 employees took part in the programme.

We have development plans in place for all employees 
appointed through these programmes, and these are 
tracked quarterly.

Despite the difficulty in sourcing experienced, specialised 
local skills, non-Namibian citizens comprise only 1.38% of 
NBL’s total permanent workforce (2020: 1.45%).

Social development supporting skills and 
education
Our employee volunteer programmes, social investment 
initiatives and brand sponsorships support decent job 
creation, entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and 
encourage the formalisation and growth of small businesses.

Our relationship with the National Institute for Special 
Education stretches more than 20 years. NBL sponsored 
the School for Visually Impaired, School for the Hearing 
Impaired, and also the Môreson school with AquaSplash 
and Fruitree every month (for each school) over the 
12-month period to the value of N$55 000.

We continue our support for the Group-level Edulution 
project which takes students who have fallen out of the 
education stream and assists them in catching up through 
extra classes using iPads and numeracy programmes in 
English, to also improve literacy skills.

NBL sponsored masks and soap for 23 schools identified 
by the Directorate: Education (Khomas Region) under the 
Ministry of Education. 

Through the programmes, partnerships 
and initiatives discussed under SDG 8,  
we support our employees, communities, 
suppliers and customers/strategic 
partners. We also support Government’s 
efforts to promote employment and 
economic prosperity.

Supporting our stakeholders

CUSTOMERS/
STRATEGIC 
PARTNERS

COMMUNITIES GOVERNMENTS

EMPLOYEES SUPPLIERS
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SDG 8 targets Measuring progress in 2021
12.2 By 2030, achieve the 
sustainable management and 
efficient use of natural 
resources

	z 75% of brands using paper labels rather 
than plastic labels (2020: 47%)

	z 62% of water requirements met by own 
sources (2020: 32%)

	z 16.3% year-on-year deterioration 
in thermal energy efficiency  
(82-MJ per hl vs 70.5 in 2020)

	z 20% reduction in glue and paper 
consumption through the use of two 
rather than three labels

12.5 By 2030, substantially 
reduce waste generation 
through prevention, reduction, 
recycling and reuse

	z 18% waste to landfill (2020: 14%)

	z 7 668 hl beer extracted from spent yeast 
(2020: 3 386 hl)

	z 82.27 tons of surplus CO2 sold 
(2020: 29.4 tons)

	z 99.6% return ratio for returnable glass 
bottles (2020: 99.7%)

PROGRAMMES, PARTNERSHIPS AND INITIATIVES 
SUPPORTING OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SDG 12

Managing water use
Water is an essential ingredient in beverage manufacturing. Currently, NBL uses 
4.7 litres of water to produce one litre of beer (4.1 litres in 2020). The increase from 
2020 is predominately due to lower production volumes.

SDG 12: ENSURE SUSTAINABLE 
CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION 
PATTERNS

WHY 
THIS GOAL 

MATTERS
Sustainable consumption and 

production patterns are critical 
to reverse environmental 
degradation and promote 

resource efficiency. 
This includes understanding 
and minimising the negative 

social and environmental 
impacts of products and 

services within value chains.

NBL aims to be responsible and 
ethical in how it uses and 

recycles natural resources.

Water used per hectolitre of beverage produced (hl)
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We source municipal water from the City of Windhoek as well as five boreholes on 
our Windhoek premise. The boreholes access a recharging aquifer that is not linked 
to the Windhoek water supply system. The water from these boreholes is not 
potable and has to be treated before use, which is done by way of a very modern 
reverse osmosis treatment plant.

Boreholes have the capacity to provide 80% of our water needs during drought 
situations. NBL currently however only abstracts 45% of our current water  
needs given the fact that Windhoek currently has adequate water supply. The  
boreholes and treatment plant are important for the sustainable operation  
of NBL during drought situations.
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Thermal energy focus areas
We currently generate 74.6% of our thermal energy from 
our biomass boiler. Thermal energy is mainly used in the 
brewing process, however also for cleaning and packaging 
purposes. We aim to reduce thermal energy consumption as 
it directly affects our carbon footprint and the use of heavy 
fuel oils or wood chips.

Initiatives to reduce thermal energy efficiency include the 
following:

	z Insulation of open valves and piping to reduce heat losses

	z Use of heat recovery systems

	z Monitoring and controlling of water losses from the system

	z Closing bypasses on the system network to reduce 
thermal losses

	z Automatic monitoring with alarms to address 
operational issues quickly

	z Using consumption data to optimise processes

	z Reviewing consumption data to assess system performance

Reducing waste
We treat surplus yeast from brewing to recover beer that can 
be reintroduced into the brewing process. In the process, 
we reduce water consumption, effluent volume, organic 
load in the effluent, and heat and cooling consumption. 

Capturing carbon dioxide
CO2 is a byproduct of the brewing process. During yeast 
fermentation, CO2 is released into the atmosphere. 
We capture and reuse the CO2 in the bottling of our own 
products as well as in the beer filtering process to limited 

oxygen exposure. This ensures that a premium liquid of 
highest quality is delivered to our customers.

NBL aims to be fully self-sustainable in its CO2 consumption 
needs. We have significantly reduced our consumption over 
the years through daily recording, observation and corrective 
actions. We have been selling CO2 to third parties in 
Namibia as an additional income stream for more than 15 
years, and sold our first load to South Africa in  May 2021.

Cleaning and recycling initiatives
NBL is well known for environmental and conservation efforts, 
as well as clean-up campaigns. We have been involved in a 
range of campaigns, including Project Shine, the Green 
Directory, Fish River Canyon and Ondangwa clean-up 
campaigns, as well as the Dare to Care disaster fund. This year, 
NBL sponsored food, First Aid kits and drinks worth N$16 776 
towards the Fish River Canyon clean-up campaign.

NBL, through the O&L Group, is a founding member of the 
Recycle Namibia Forum and NBL actively supports 
recycling efforts. Our most significant annual capital 
investment is in returnable glass bottles, which reduce the 
impact of packaging waste on the environment and offers 
cost-effective packaging. 63% (2020: 48%) of production 
is packaged in returnable containers.

During 2021, NBL achieved a return ratio of 99.6% 
(2020: 99.7%) through an extensive collection network 
that helps reduce waste. This includes an agreement with 
AB InBev Namibia to exchange returnable bottles weekly. 
We have recycling initiatives that separate general waste 
from bottles and cans at secondary depots – this waste is 
then collected by Rent-a-Drum every week.

CUSTOMERS/

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

GOVERNMENTS

THE ENVIRONMENT

Through the programmes, 
partnerships and initiatives 
discussed under SDG 12, 
we support all our 
stakeholders as they equally 
rely on natural resources 
and therefore benefit from 
our efforts to preserve 
them.

Supporting our stakeholders

SHAREHOLDERS/PROVIDERS 

OF FINANCIAL CAPITAL

CONSUMERS

EMPLOYEES

COMMUNITIES

SUPPLIERS

Thermal energy consumption (MJ per hl of product)
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We continue giving back to local communities as an expression of gratitude for their continued 
support over the years. This is not directly related to our SDG contributions, but helps to 

support the work done by charitable organisations throughout Namibia.

As part of our centenary celebrations, we launched a N$1 million ‘giving back’ campaign this year. The campaign called on 
NBL employees to nominate community upliftment projects and goodwill organisations in need. The employees who 
nominated the organisations that were selected were invited to personally hand over the donation.

Support initiatives included the following:

Region Organisation How NBL helped

KAVANGO EAST 
REGION

Mpotuli Kindergarten We provided building supplies to complete a fence around the school 
property for the children’s safety. Groceries, toiletries and sanitiser were 
donated.

KAVANGO WEST 
REGION

Sirkka Nangura 
Academy & 
Consultancy

We made classrooms a safe and fun place for children to learn, 
providing educational toys, chalkboards, stationery, classroom tables, 
chairs and building supplies as requested. In addition, groceries were 
provided to support their soup kitchen.

ZAMBEZI REGION Mainstream 
Foundation

To assist and support their feeding programme and rehabilitation centre, 
we provided educational toys, stationery, classroom desks and chairs, 
groceries, kitchen items, blankets and toiletries.

OMAHEKE 
REGION

Ozohambo 
Kindergarten, part of 
the Palms for Life Fund

The fund is expanding support for early childhood development focused 
on San communities. Groceries were identified as the main necessity due 
to other donors withdrawing under difficult economic circumstances.

KUNENE REGION Otjikojo Primary 
School

The school requested building supplies to erect a fence around their 
property to ensure the safety of the children.

KARAS REGION Ausenkehr child care 
centre

They pride themselves in providing a safe and loving home environment 
to children in need of temporary care, where there is no discrimination 
and prejudice based on culture, gender, background and religion. They 
requested a prepaid meter line and groceries.

ERONGO REGION Ruach Elohim 
Foundation

Ruach Elohim Foundation focuses on awareness of baby dumping, as 
well as the care of unwanted, abandoned, abused and neglected babies. 
Vouchers were donated to relieve the pressures of daily costs such as 
groceries, diapers, wet wipes, formula, clothing, etc.

ERONGO REGION Mondesa School and 
community foundation

We donated grocery vouchers to sustain a community soup kitchen, 
thereby helping to improve the living standards of children from different 
disadvantaged backgrounds.

ERONGO REGION Hands of Hope 
Namibia

One of the Hands of Hope’s objectives is to fight hunger and 
malnutrition with food packs for families with no access to food, and 
also to provide support through food or materials for soup kitchens. We 
donated vouchers for this purpose.

CHARITABLE GIVING 
AND SUPPORT
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Region Organisation How NBL helped

KHOMAS REGION The Block Movement 
and The Kitchen of 
Good Hope

The project consists of a chain of social kitchens that serves a daily 
decent hot meal to children and elderly people at risk of severe hunger 
in unprivileged areas. The vouchers we provided assisted with the 
purchasing of ingredients.

KHOMAS REGION Axis – Feeding the 
Hungry

We made a monetary donation to this food programme.

KHOMAS REGION Side by Side Early 
Intervention Centre

The centre is for children with a disability and their families based in 
Goreangab in the Township of Windhoek. A donation was made to 
facilitate the construction of wheelchair accessibility to the facility as this 
is currently a big challenge for children, parents and social workers.

KHOMAS REGION Fire victims Two nine-person tents were donated to victims of the fire in Okahandja’s 
informal settlement.

OSHANA REGION Dr Frans Aupa 
Indongo special care 
organisation

The organisation provides housing for children abandoned due to 
disabilities. Vouchers were used to buy groceries for meals and stationery 
for schooling.

OHANGWENA 
REGION

Ongalangobe Village This community project established a clinic and used the nomination to 
procure two 10 000-l water tanks for the clinic with the necessary fittings 
and fixtures to ensure sufficient water.

HARDAP REGION Hendrik Witbooi 
Programme

We provided funds for renovations to a donated building that provides 
children with a safe space to learn and to keep them off the streets.

OSHIKOTO 
REGION

Hope Children Centre The centre provides a stable home environment for destitute children. 
They also act as a temporary shelter for children in need of care and 
provide quality accommodation in a small, family-sized unit, that does not 
label the child as being institutionalised. Funds were used to build a roof 
and apply additional safety features to the facility. The remainder of the 
donation was in the form of vouchers that were used to buy groceries.

OTJOZONDJUPA 
REGION

The marginalised 
communities of 
Okahandja

Groceries were procured to assist 150 households with food parcels as 
existing assistance could not fully meet the growing needs of all groups.

OMUSATI 
REGION

Niilo Taapopi 
Secondary School

The school has 1 035 learners of which about 200 do not have adequate 
school chairs and desks. The donation relieved this burden for the 
children and school.

We extended our support to the Namibia Drought Relief initiative in the past months by offering transportation services to 
help deliver fodder to farmers across the country who have been severely impacted by the drought.

NBL also came to the rescue of the Twaloloka community in Walvis Bay when raging shack fires destroyed numerous homes 
in the cold winter by donating 450 tents.

We continued our support for the Cancer Association of Namibia, with the further renovation of the Children’s Paediatric 
Oncology Ward as an addition to the annual support to treatment and prevention of cancer. We donated N$75 000 in 
addition to our annual contribution of N$140 000 towards the ward at the Windhoek Central Hospital to ensure children 
with cancer have a warm, safe and supportive medical environment.




